We consider hard real-time applications running on many-core processor containing several clusters of cores linked by a Network-on-Chip (NoC). Communications are done via shared memory within a cluster and through the NoC for inter-cluster communication. We adopt the time-triggered paradigm, which is well-suited for hard real-time applications, and we consider data-flow applications, where communications are explicit.
INTRODUCTION
Time-critical systems are systems whose response time is part of the specification and for which a too long response time could have dramatic consequences.
Many-core platforms are based on a set of multi-core clusters connected through a Network-on-Chip (NoC). They offer more computational performances than single-core platforms, and offer interesting properties for real-time: partitioning cores into clusters allows spatial isolation, and individual cores can be simple enough to allow a precise worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis. In this paper, we consider Kalray's MPPA2 many-core processor, which is well-suited to hard real-time applications [26] . Its architecture and implementation allow minimizing and bounding interferences, but not fully eliminating them. Hence, a global analysis of applications must be performed in order to ensure that their timing constraints are satisfied. This paper deals with hard real-time applications, for which deadlines are strict, and provides safe upper bounds on the worstcase response time. We consider precisely a non-preemptive execution model where software is divided into a set of periodic tasks communicating through channels. Each task follows a variant of the Acquisition/Execution/Restitution (AER) execution model [10] : tasks start when their input data is ready in the local memory. The first phase is the execution itself. Then, data is transmitted directly to the target tasks. In other words, we follow a remote-write policy, and do not need the "Acquisition" phase of the AER model. When the target task is located in the same cluster, data is written directly to its input buffer in the local memory; when the target task is located on a different cluster, data is remotely written over the NoC. Such a set of tasks can be extracted automatically from a program written in a synchronous language such as Lustre [17] or its industrial variant Scade [5] , or other high-level languages such as Simulink [20] . Note that this AER execution model is a phased execution model that is also referred to as read/execute/write in the literature [4] .
Since we consider hard real-time applications, we optimize the application and analysis for the worst-case. Non-preemptive, static, time-triggered scheduling is therefore a well-suited execution model. Since we consider periodic applications, we need to check the schedulability of one period (or hyper-period in case we use hyperperiod expansion), and the rest of the execution will repeat the schedule of this period. For each task, a release date (arrival time) is computed, defined as the offset within a period where the task is allowed to start. Each release date is computed in such a way that the input data for the task are guaranteed to be available at this time. If the data is available earlier, the task still waits for the release date to start. This is not a limitation in a hard real-time context, since starting earlier would not improve the Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT) of the application. On the other hand, a static time-triggered schedule allows a finer analysis of the interference than a more dynamic schedule: the time interval when a task can execute is known statically. Tasks start at their release date, and execute without preemption no longer than their WCRT. This knowledge is exploited in the interference analysis: tasks whose execution intervals do not overlap cannot interfere. In other words, time-triggered schedules allow timing isolation of tasks within a period.
Prior work has been carried out to compute response-time analysis within a cluster [1, 25] or a worst-case traversal time for the NoC [8] . However, there is little research on computing a worstcase response time that considers application mapped to more than one cluster with a complete model of the NoC interference on local memories (see Section5). Considering the interference on memory accesses and the latency due to NoC communications separately is not sufficient: we need to take into account the interference between NoC communications and memory accesses, since a NoC communication implies memory read accesses on the sending side and write accesses on the receiving side.
We model NoC transmissions by inserting additional endpoint tasks such that a global response-time analysis may be applied. This response-time analysis takes the interference on shared resources (shared bus and memory) into account, including both interference between software tasks and interference between software tasks and the NoC transmission (TX) and reception (RX) engines.
Contribution. The contribution of this paper is a global model to compute the task release date for applications with both sharedmemory and NoC transfers. We propose a new execution model where NoC communications are implemented with multiple tasks, each one having its own release date. We exploit hard-real time software properties and hardware mechanisms to guarantee the absence of interference on some tasks, and to avoid circular dependencies in the timing analysis. We consider a Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) NoC where a core can write to a remote memory address through the NoC. Furthermore, we integrate the worst-case NoC transmission delay in this model to satisfy data dependencies and tighten bounds on the memory interferences from the NoC. Section 2 presents the context of this work: the hard-real time software properties, the Kalray MPPA2 processor, a method to compute the task release dates and a method to compute the WCTT on the NoC. Section 3 explains the sources of interferences we focus on, and presents our new WCRT analysis for handling the NoC interferences. Section 4 gives the results of the experiments on the Kalray MPPA2 processor. Related work is discussed in Section 5.
CONTEXT 2.1 Hard Real-Time Application Model
We consider reactive systems, operating in interaction with their environment, which generally involves the physical world. They are used in domains of application like control engineering in industry (power plants) or transportation (avionics, train, automotive). These systems are hard-real time, meaning that each reaction must occur before a strict, fixed deadline.
Such applications may be developed directly in low-level languages (e.g. C), but more often, they are developed using modelbased design tools, like Scade Suite (avionics) or Simulink (automotive, industrial). In this case the task's code is generated automatically and the compilation process may give useful guarantees on the application execution. Code generation tools targeting sequential execution is available and deployed industrially, see KCG [5] . The area of code generators targeting multi-core is more recent: an extension of KCG, the Multicore Code Generator (MCG) to generate parallel programs was proposed in [7, 22] . MCG deals with the target-independent code generation, and requires a complementary integration tool to deal with the specificities of the target architecture like memory access interference and NoC communications. A research prototype of code generator from Lustre programs targeting Kalray's MPPA2 processor is proposed in [14] . We base the present work on this code generator; the same principles could apply to an integration tool for MCG.
We consider applications as sets of tasks generated from highlevel languages and implement them on many-core platforms; their characteristics influence our solution:
• They are hard real-time, thus only the worst-case execution/reaction time matters: enhancing the average or best case is irrelevant. • The communications between the tasks are statically known: each communication is oriented and described by a "channel" information that includes the type of the data, the producing and the consuming task. When the application comes from a high level data-flow design (Scade, Simulink), channel information is readily available. • Each functional task is a purely computational piece of code, that generally follows the AER (Acquisition/Execution/Restitution) policy. This is the case when the code is automatically generated from Scade or Simulink. This property is interesting since it is a starting point for implementing a synchronization mechanism: a task requires all its inputs before producing any output. At this point in the code generation flow, the application is therefore a tasks graph, with dependencies between tasks. Tasks follow a variant of the AER model where the Acquisition phase is not needed: tasks write directly to the input buffer of the receiving task. Data dependencies are annotated in the task graph with the amount of data transmitted. Classical WCET analysis techniques (e.g. OTAWA [3] ) are used to compute each task's WCET (not accounting for inter-tasks interferences).
The Kalray MPPA2 Processor
The MPPA2 is a many-core processor composed of 16 compute clusters and 4 I/O clusters, pictured in Figure 1 . Each compute cluster is made of 16 cores and a shared memory. The shared memory is composed of 16 banks with independent arbiters. For a more comprehensive description, see [9] . Clocks of the clusters are mesochronous, i.e. they have the same frequency but may have different phase. Each cluster contains a Debug Support Unit (DSU), containing a cycle counter register. This counter is initialized synchronously on the whole processor and can be used to synchronize all compute cores [15] , making the MPPA a suitable platform for time-triggered processor-wide scheduling. Fig. 2 shows a closer view of the path taken by a communication between two clusters. Data is transmitted from the memory of a source cluster to the memory of another cluster. This is the communication we focus on in this paper.
(1) Core 1 reads the data in the memory and copies this data to the buffer of a TX (transmission) engine. We call copy_noc(tx_engine, buffer, size) the piece of code executing on the core that takes care of this copy. In a cluster, accesses to TX engine buffers from the different cores are arbitrated on a single bus. Consequently, concurrent requests can be delayed due to interferences. Data is retained in the buffer. (2) After the data is fully copied to the buffer of the TX engine, the communication is initiated and the packet is sent to the NoC. This is triggered by a core, that emits the end of transmission (EOT). The code executing on the core is a nonblocking procedure that ends the transmission on the sender side and initiates the transmission from the TX buffer to the NoC. We call it EOT_noc(tx_engine). (3) Then, the packet traverses the NoC. The worst-case latency from the initiation to the destination cluster is called WCTT. Packets enter the destination cluster through the NoC local link. (4) The RX engine is responsible for copying the received data to the shared memory (5) . Concurrent writes to the same memory bank from the NoC RX and from the cores are arbitrated with a fixed-priority policy. Writes from the NoC have the highest priority. Cores have lower priority and are arbitrated with each other in round robin. There is one arbiter per memory bank: this allows spatial isolation since an access to one bank does not interfere with accesses to other banks. A typical scenario is that writes from the NoC RX can interfere with accesses done during the Execute phase of a task running before the receiving task, on the same core hence accessing the same memory bank.
We analyze in details the possible interferences at each stage later in Section 3.1.
Multi-Core Interference Analysis (MIA)
We distinguish the WCET of a task in isolation, i.e. when there are no memory interferences, and the Worst Case Response Time (WCRT) of the task which accounts for interferences (there are no task preemptions to consider).
Memory interferences have an effect on the execution time of the tasks. Conversely, the execution time of each task may impact the execution time of the others, since it changes the set of tasks concurrently accessing the memory. Consequently, the whole application has to be analyzed globally and information about the release date and response time of each task is required to analyze the interferences. A time-triggered execution ensures that tasks execute between the statically known release date and deadline.
Rihani et al. [25] introduce an algorithm computing the release dates and WCRT of the tasks. The algorithm takes as input a task graph (tasks, dependencies between tasks, and optionally minimal release dates for some tasks). For each task, it needs the WCET in isolation and the worst-case memory demand (number of accesses to each memory bank). The mapping and execution order of tasks on each core is known. Mapping and scheduling are out of the scope of our work; an external tool is used as a black-box. Based upon this information, MIA computes a static time-triggered schedule, i.e. a release date and a WCRT, accounting for interference for each task.
The algorithm starts from the WCET in isolation of the tasks and iteratively adds the delays due to the interferences reconsidering each time the set of interfering tasks. It relies on the memory demand of each task and a model of the memory arbiter. This algorithm has been implemented in the MIA tool 1 . Our contribution is to integrate a NoC model in release dates and WCRT analysis performed by MIA. This allows analyzing applications mapped to multiple clusters, which rely on both shared-memory and NoC transmission.
NoC Worst-Case Traversal Time Bounds
When the traffic at the NoC input is known, the estimation of a WCTT bound can be simplified and the absence of buffer overflow can be checked. Several methods exist to bound latency of packets through the NoC. Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) is a theory dedicated to the performance analysis of computer networks such as ATM and Internet. More recently, it has been used for Avionics Full Duplex Switched Ethernet (AFDX) networks certification [12, 16] . DNC relies on an upper-bound on the input traffic called arrival curve. This arrival curve can be ensured by bandwidth limiter. Then, the methods gives service curve of the network's elements. Operation on these curves allows computing an upper-bound on the latency for each flow and an upper-bound of the buffer level.
Recursive Calculus [11] (RC) is a method to bound the WCTT of best effort traffic. Ayed et al. [2] applied the RC theory to handle both the MPPA2 and the Tilera TILE64 many-core processor.
In this work, we use the method from [6] which is based on the DNC framework, applied to the MPPA's NoC. It provides latency bounds from source to destination memory.
HANDLING NOC INTERFERENCES IN WCRT ANALYSIS 3.1 Possible Sources of Interference
In this section, we enumerate and focus on the sources of interferences along the transmission path detailed in Figure 2 . For each source of interference, we explain how it will be handled in our analysis.
The first source of interference is encountered already at point (1) that is the transmission from a core to the NoC. In the MPPA2 architecture, the cluster's TX engines are accessed by the cores through a single bus. As a consequence, it may introduce interferences and delays between tasks of the cluster accessing the TX engines if accesses are done concurrently. Instead of analyzing these interferences, our solution is to avoid them: in our execution model we forbid copy_noc and EOT_noc from being executed at the same time in a cluster by adding artificial edges in the task graph. This way, we can guarantee that there is no concurrent access to the NoC TX, hence no interference between these accesses. This method to avoid interference is similar to the work of Melani et al. [21] , where tasks are scheduled in a way that forbids concurrent accesses of write tasks to avoid contention. We add artificial edges to the dependency graph to enforce a total order and no concurrence between tasks accessing the NoC TX, i.e. steps (1)+(2), before running the scheduling algorithm.
Interference between flows transmitted on the NoC (3) are dealt with by the DNC analysis. DNC is a very general approach, and can deal with interference with other task models including nonperiodic traffic. It does not need to make assumption about the execution model of other sources of traffic on the same chip. It only relies on configuration of hardware traffic limiters in the TX engines of each cluster. Since data being sent come from the TX's input buffer, the TX engine only interferes with other flows in the NoC during this stage, but no interference happen with other elements in the sending cluster.
The next source of interference is at point (4): the bus arbiter to reach a memory bank is shared by the cluster and the receiving task. At this point we partially avoid interferences by limiting the cores that are impacted by the reception of a NoC communication.
The architecture allows attributing one memory bank per core. The data and code corresponding to a task are attributed to the bank of the core executing this task. NoC reception buffers are located in the memory bank of the destination task. Packet receptions trigger write access to the memory bank of the buffer. This write access may only interfere with the memory accesses of the destination task and other write phases of tasks on the same core. This limited interference scope avoids interfering with all tasks executed on all cores.
Furthermore, as in [15] , the task execution is time-triggered and the implementation relies on a global clock synchronization protocol.
In summary, the only interference related to NoC communications happen when the receiving task is writing, to the memory bank of the destination task. 
Motivational Example and Naive Approach
To illustrate our approach, consider the data-flow application depicted in Fig. 3 . It is mapped on several clusters. Core 1 of Cluster 3 executes tasks C, D and E. Task E depends on outputs of task A. Task A runs on Core 1 of Cluster 1 and sends its output through the NoC as soon as possible. The transmission is represented with the hatched rectangles. The WCET and the memory demand are known for each task. The WCTT and the size of the transmission are known.
Our aim is to compute the WCRT and release date r for each task taking into account both memory interferences between the cores and from the NoC. In other words, we compute the first date when the inputs of the tasks are guaranteed to be available and the task can start. For instance, in Fig. 3 , τ E starts after τ D has finished and the data from τ A has been received. Data transmitted through the NoC are written to the memory bank of τ E , hence possibly interfering the other tasks of the core. Our purpose is to compute the first and the last date when the transmission may write to the destination bank. The first and the last date are respectively the beginning and the end of the hatched rectangle of Fig. 3 .
τ A executes three procedures in sequence: the computation, copy_noc and EOT_noc. The best-case execution time of the tasks and the best-case traversal time of the NoC transmission are not known. As a consequence, the first date when the NoC transmission may write to the memory is 0.
The last date when the NoC transmission writes to the remote memory is the last date when the sending task has finished, plus the WCTT. Consequently, the NoC transmission is represented with a task RX A starting at the same time as τ A of duration W CRT (τ A ) + W CTT .
The RX task appears in the model used for the analysis but does not correspond to any physical task in the implementation. It is an over approximation of the interval where the NoC reception may occur.
This method is quite simple but leads to a pessimistic computation since the duration of RX A is longer than required. In fact, RX A starts after the call to the EOT_noc procedure, hence at a date strictly greater than 0. Since the RX accesses have the highest priority in the shared-memory arbiter, an overapproximation of the execution interval of RX has important consequences: all memory accesses by concurrent tasks could be delayed by the number of accesses done by the RX task. It is therefore important to minimize the duration of RX A to limit the number of tasks that may interfere with RX and therefore minimize its impact on the analysis. This "naive" approach does not guarantee the mutual exclusion of accesses to the TX engine. However, in our experiments the computed schedules are such that no concurrent access occur, hence the comparison with our proposed solution (which does ensure mutual exclusion) is fair.
Proposed Solution
As stated previously, a NoC transmission is composed of a copy of the data to the TX engine's buffer (copy_noc) and the EOT_noc procedure to initiate the transfer. The packet is guaranteed to stay in the buffer until the communication is initiated with EOT_noc.
Our proposed method, illustrated in Fig. 4 , improves the naive solution by splitting τ A into a computation task, and two extra tasks to implement the communication: the copy task and the EOT task, each one having its own release date. Compared to the AER phased model, we split the Restitution (R) phase into a phase to copy data (copy_noc) and one to initiate the NoC (EOT_noc). The release dates of these tasks are computed the same way as for other tasks by MIA. Note that in this model, EOT_noc has its own release date, which does not depend on the best case execution time of precedent tasks. The NoC transmission cannot start before this date. Without knowledge about the NoC's best case transmission time, the first date when the transmission can write to the remote memory can be set to the start of EOT_noc (i.e. the end date of copy_noc). Then, the duration of RX A is W CTT + W CRT (EOT_noc). This improvement makes the analysis less pessimistic than the naive approach since the duration of the RX task no longer includes the task computation.
To split the Restitution phase, we modified the code generator so that communication between nodes implying the NoC generate two tasks for copy_noc and EOT_noc. Extra care must be taken to avoid cyclic dependencies in the analysis, as explained in the next section.
Handling Communications Cyclic Dependencies
WCRT and cycle problem. This section presents the problem of cycle that can occur when the method is applied to a program where two clusters are sending data to each other through the NoC. The issue is that the duration of the RX tasks depends on the duration of the EOT, and when the EOT task performs memory accesses, its duration depends on the memory access from the NoC.
For example, in Fig. 5 , Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 are communicating in both ways. The WCRT of RX 1 is WCTT 1→3 + WCRT(EOT 1 ). Figure 5 : Cycle problem where two clusters are communicating in both ways.
Since RX is arbitrated with the highest priority, we do not need to consider other SMEM accesses interfering with the reception of data. However, WCRT(EOT 1 ) depends on memory interferences, hence it depends on WCRT(RX 2 ) and the release date of RX 2 , may or may not allow the analysis to conclude that RX 2 and EOT 1 have no overlap hence no interference. Similarly, the WCRT of RX 2 depends itself on the WCRT of RX 1 and its release date. In other words, the duration of an RX task depends on the duration of the corresponding EOT task. The difference with the usual task graphs analyzed by the MIA tool is that task RX 1 does not depend on EOT 1 , but its WCRT depends on WCRT(EOT 1 ). This kind of dependency is not supported by existing interference analysis.
Cycle Breaking Method. This method relies on an implementation of the TX and EOT tasks ensuring that EOT does not perform any data memory access. Furthermore, we guarantee that there is no concurrent task accessing the TX engine bus. This implementation ensures WCRT(EOT) = WCET(EOT) since there is no interference.
The duration of RXs is computed using the WCET of EOT tasks and the WCTT. Since we consider a response time for EOT which does not depend on interferences, only one instance of the release date computation tool is required even if there are cycles.
EOT is just a single store instruction writing in a hardware register. It does not perform memory access other than the fetch, and since the MPPA architecture has different arbiters for memory banks and TX, this register access cannot interfere with accesses to memory banks. Nevertheless, the fetch for this instruction can lead to an instruction cache miss. The implementation must ensure that this miss occurs in the copy_noc function instead of the EOT_noc function. There are several methods: either a __builtin_prefetch can be called to fetch the instruction into the cache at the end of the copy_noc task, or the code alignment can be chosen to make sure that the instruction cache line containing EOT has already been loaded when it executes. We use the latter in the experiments.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our method concerning two aspects: the gain obtained compared to the naive method, and the efficiency of the guaranteed time-triggered execution.
Evaluation of the timing analysis model
In this section we show how much our method improves the naive version introduced in Section 3.2. For this purpose we implemented Figure 6 : Schedule using the naive approach on an application mapped to two clusters. the naive method without our method to break the cycle: we overapproximate the duration of the calculation+Copy+EOT tasks instead. This duration is used to compute the duration of the RX task. Then we apply the release date computation procedure from Rihani et al. [25] . The estimated response time of EOT is then injected in the next iteration.
For this experiment, we consider an application composed of 10 tasks mapped on two clusters, using two cores per cluster. The WCTT is 120 cycles and each NoC transfer is 20 words long. For the improved version, the EOT task has a WCET of 20 cycles. Copy 1 and Copy 2 have a WCET of 100 cycles and 30 words of memory demand. Each task n 1 ... n 10 has WCET of 100 cycles and a memory demand of 30 words of 32-bits. For the naive version, we consider tasks including all stages: (n 1 +Copy 1 +EOT 1 ) and (n 2 +Copy 2 +EOT 2 ) have a WCET of 220 cycles and 60 words of memory demand.
In the case of the naive approach, the cyclic dependency requires to re-launch MIA with an updated duration for the RX tasks until convergence (2 iterations are needed for this example).
The naive and improved schedules are depicted respectively in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . A detailed comparison is given in Table 1 . To ease comparison, we show WCRT of Copy and EOT tasks which are normally included in n 1 and n 2 in the naive implementation, but n 1 + Copy 1 + EOT 1 is considered as a single task in the analysis (and likewise for n 2 + Copy 2 + EOT 2 ). The reduced WCRT's of the RX tasks and of n 3 lead to a reduced global WCRT and the one of task n 3 , and an earlier release date for 6 tasks. In the naive version, RX 1 interferes with n 2 + Copy 2 + EOT 1 and n 9 which run on the core associated with the target memory bank, and with n 6 , which writes to the target memory bank. Since RX 1 writes 20 words with a high priority, it delays tasks that may interfere by 20 cycles. In the proposed version, RX 1 is guaranteed to start later, and does not interact with n 2 , textCopy 2 nor n 6 , which are therefore 20 cycles faster.
This globally shows that our model is good when the NoC communication leads to memory interference.
Task
Release date WCRT Naive Improved Naive Improved 
Evaluation of our guaranteed Time-triggered execution
This experiment is performed on two applications: the ROSACE case study and a synthetic benchmark running on 64 cores. Our improved method with cycle breaking is used to implement them. We evaluate the Worst-case response time of our Time-Triggered (WCRT TT ) solution, and compare it to 2 different implementations: (1) a single-core implementation, where all tasks are executed sequentially, gives a basic execution time to measure the speedup due to parallelization; (2) a best effort implementation, where each task starts as soon as possible, gives the Event Triggered execution time (measured ET ); this Measured ET does not offer any real-time guaranties, but gives a rough (and unreachable) upper-bound to the speedup due to parallelization.
To simplify the experimental setup, the WCET in isolation is evaluated using measurements on the Kalray MPPA2 running at 400 Mhz. Stronger guaranties would be obtained using a WCET analysis tool like OTAWA [3] . This would not change the interference analysis step, hence would not change the conclusions of this experiment.
Note that, in these experiments, there is no computation in parallel with the NoC communications due to the structure of these benchmarks. [23] is a case-study whose structure is inspired by true avionic control applications. Only altitude is controlled, hence it does not require heavy computation. It is composed of a controller and an aircraft simulator. We implement the whole application on the MPPA2. The simulator and the controller run on two different clusters communicating through the NoC. The solution relies on 2 cores of the environment cluster and 5 cores of the controller cluster. Five floating-point numbers are transmitted from the environment to the controller and 2 floating-point numbers are transmitted from the controller to the environment. Our implementation relies on hyper-period expansion similarly to [15] and [25] .
ROSACE Case Study. ROSACE
In order to experiment the influence of computation load on the execution time, we created several versions of the application with different computation loads in each computing task of the controller. The "pure-ROSACE" version, the "ROSACE+100" where 100 cycles are added in each computing task of the controller, the "ROSACE+200" where artificial computations of 200 cycles are added to each node. We measure the latency of the computation as a duration between the beginning of the period and the reception by the environment of the data computed by the controller. Table 2 shows the timing obtained for each implementation. WCRT TT offers good speedups for ROSACE+100 and ROSACE+200. The difference with the speedups obtained with the best-effort execution (Measured ET ) gives an idea of the cost of timing guarantees.
ROSACE
The performance is reduced for pure-ROSACE since, the cost of computation is negligible compared to the one of NoC communication. Note that the performance loss is due to the time-triggered nature of the model, but not to the way we combine NoC and memory interference analyses.
Synthetic
Benchmark on 64 Cores. We designed a synthetic benchmark running on 64 cores. The purpose is to apply our method on a highly parallel application with important data transfers and observe the time-triggered implementation. The application runs on 16 clusters and in each cluster, the program executes 4 tasks in parallel on 4 cores. Fig. 8 shows NoC communications involved in the application. Clusters are sorted so that clusters with direct links are represented adjacent to form a grid, but their number correspond to the physical layout. I/O clusters and their routers are not represented. The dispatch operation (Fig. 8a) follows a tree of nodes while the gather operation is composed of point to point communication to cluster 0.
As shown in Fig. 8c , in each cluster a split task receives the inputs from the NoC. The results are centralized by a join task and sent through the NoC by specific tasks (NoC_Copy and NoC_EOT). Tasks t1, t2, t3 and t4 are computation tasks.
The packets are 17-flit long, i.e. 17 words of 32 bits. In average the WCTT are 98 cycles for the flows of Fig. 8a and 1227 cycles for the flows of Fig. 8b . The difference is due to the highest number of concurrent flows of the gather operation compared to the dispatch operation.
Execution time Speedup
Single-core 358 ms x1 Measured ET 31 ms x11.46 WCRT TT 51 ms x7.08 Table 3 : Synthetic benchmark running on 64 cores. Table 3 shows the speedup obtained by each method. WCRT TT has a good speedup and is 38% slower than the non-guaranteed best-effort Measured ET method. Since WCRT TT offers strong real-time guarantees, this result is good.
RELATED WORK
Skalistis et al. [27] present a method similar to Rihani et al. [25] to compute time-triggered schedules taking into account interferences. This method considers shared-memory communications and communication through the NoC. However, the architecture is different: they consider a Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine which is programmed by the core with an address and a size and this DMA copies data from the memory to the remote memory through the NoC. A NoC communication is modeled with 3 tasks: an initialization task to configure the DMA, a transfer task which performs both local memory accesses and remote memory accesses and the finalization task which ends when the DMA has finished. The duration of the transfer task corresponds to the WCTT plus the copy of the data. This is close to the model of Tendulkar et al. [28] where the transfer is in two phases and represented with an initialization task and a transfer task. At the opposite, in our model the core is responsible for copying the data from the memory to the NoC transmission buffer. Consequently, the duration of our reception task (RX) does not include the duration of the copy from the local memory.
If we focus only on the NoC model and aside from the hardware differences, our solution allows a finer analysis since we can decouple the copy from the NoC transmission. In other terms, their approach would lead to intermediate results between our naive and our improved method. Furthermore, our method relies on the MIA tool for interference analysis, which has been shown to lead to more precise results [24] .
Note that there is extensive work on timing verification techniques for scheduling of the NoC, or considering that tasks on each core execute out of local memory with the only interaction with packet flows being through a consideration of release jitter (surveyed in [18, 19] ). This complementary work could be combined to what we present in this paper. As said before, our paper is also orthogonal to work focusing on schedling and memory or task mapping. For instance, work by Giannopoulou et al. [13] uses network calculus to bound the worst-case traversal time over the NoC and introduces endpoint tasks. They focus on the problem of memory bank assignment to minimize interferences. As future work, it would be interesting to combine their work to what we present in this paper.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present a method to compute a global, timetriggered schedule on a many-core platform. We focus on NoC communications between tasks running on different clusters, and their impact on memory access interferences. Our solution is integrated into an existing method focused on shared-memory communication in a single cluster. To fit the existing model, we model the NoC communication using virtual tasks. To avoid pessimism due to uncertainty on the possible execution time of the NoC reception, we split the replication phase in two tasks, and identify precisely the instant where the NoC transmission starts. To avoid cyclic dependency, we use the hardware mechanisms provided by the MPPA to avoid any memory access, hence any potential interference, during the transmission phases.
We introduce an implementation and modeling method that leads to tight response-time and an efficient scheduling (earlier release date) by splitting network access from task computation. We applied the method to a use-case inspired from avionic application and a synthetic benchmark to evaluate the time-triggered execution. The time-triggered implementation offers real-time guarantees and a parallelization speedup close to the best-effort execution.
We describe a problem due to cycles in the communications through the NoC. In the paper, we solved this problem by breaking the cycle using hardware mechanisms. As future work, this problem could be solved by a fixed-point computation, as used in section 4.1 for the naive approach. This would make the approach applicable to architecture where our hardware mechanisms does not exist. However, to be generalized, it would be necessary to prove that the fixed-point iteration terminates.
